WORLD MASTERS RECORD

Since Christa Bortignon turned 80 in January, she has broken the W80 Triple jump world record 5 times, 3 times indoors and twice outdoors. Her latest world record was at the Dylan Armstrong Classic Meet in Kamloops where Christa triple jumped 7.11m (listed outdoor triple jump WR is 6.55m). Christa's best indoor triple jump this year was 7.42m (listed indoor WR is 6.33m).

But what excites Christa is that she is very close to running world record times in the 100m and 200m. Christa ran Canadian record times in the W80 100m (17.14) and 200m (37.00), also at the Dylan Armstrong Classic. The listed world records in these events are 16.81 and 36.80. With several meets remaining this season, Christa has an excellent chance to break these sprint records.